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Disguise self pathfinder 2e

By Abram Towle On November 12, 2019 Last updated November 13, 2019 Well, folks, we've finally reached the grand finale of the Pathfinder Second Edition (PF2) Class Concepts series! I explored each of the basic classes in depth, and discussed some of my highlights of the new edition of Pathfinder
Roleplaying Game of Paizo. Instead of talking about another mechanical change with the second edition, I want to briefly talk about portraying your character at the table. At the end of the day, you should play characters that excite you for each session. Whether you have an interesting quirk or fantastic
fighting skills, discover what you like most about the game and build your character around it. Combine the questions I've asked in each of the class concepts to make you think about your character. It's like completing a personality test on someone else's behalf; You can figure out a lot of answers, but
you may want to leave some of them open as things you want to explore during the game. However, you'll have more life in a character when you're excited to play them every week. As always, this final installment will have five interesting Wizard concepts for you to build a character around. In addition, I
offer a Pathmap to give a little direction in terms of mechanical choices that might make sense for this character. It's just a starting point. Don't get too tied up with specifics and really make your own! Let's think about it! Pathfinder 2nd Edition Wizard Class Ezren, 2E Iconic Wizard Wizards have been a
staple of table games since the beginning of the genre. Known for their classic use of spells of fireballs and magic rockets, Wizards showcase their vast knowledge and intellect. At higher levels, they give so much versatility to the party. For example, they can teleport the group to get out of a sticky
situation or to pull out more enemies with a well-placed explosion in the effect zone (AoE). They excel in situations where information needs to be inferred, or in reminding lore about locations and creatures. Usually you won't find an expert brandishing weapons on the front line, but certain builds could
allow this. On the contrary, they tend to stick to the flanks, rain down buffs and magic from a distance. Consideration always needs to be made when determining how much firepower you want to lose. Too much and you'll be out of spells for future meetings, but too little and you risk jeopardizing the party.
Experts are usually calculating individuals who spend time poring over tomes and scrolls to perfect their craft. Unlike wizards, they were not born with power; Have knowledge over the years of meticulous study. As a wizard, you can use eloquent language and exercise your intellect to svet complex logical
nodes around others. Or, you might rely on on the protection of others, knowing that your slightly armored frame is fragile and delicate. TRINKET MAGE A Trinket Mage is fascinated by seemingly insignificant baubles and elements that others would normally pass over without thinking second. You
believe that every element holds a secret; either by its creator or by an event he witnessed. By touching that latent energy, you can create physical manifestations of that power. Each object has a story to tell, and you'll spend your time discovering what that story might be. The deceased's items are
particularly captivating, providing information and links to Phadasma's Boneyard. Nothing ceases to amaze you. From the simplest thimble to an ornate, ceremonial rudder, you are intrigued by the history behind people, places, and things. You're curious and ask questions to the point of excess. In terms
of sharing knowledge, often over-spoil others with stories of your items. You pay attention to people, actively listening and offering your own perspective. This makes you incredibly perceptive and often notice things and reach conclusions before others. Do you sell your merchandise or is your keychain
collection strictly for personal use? Did you get into energies to provide meeting services? Which objects hold the greatest meaning to you? Do you believe in curses? What if you find an item that has a lot of negative energy around it? Where do you get most of your items? Is it primarily in stores, or do
you not find them in piles discarded by garbage or waste? Are the pennies openly displayed on your person, or are you keeping them hidden from the eyes of the world? Do you have a personal attachment to any of your items? Have you used the stories or magic of an object to solve mysteries or to
uncover alarming truths about a person or faction? Where did you learn to invigorat? Are there any secrets of the pennies you haven't been able to break? Do baubles need to be repaired before disclosing their stories? Do you have that kind of skills? Pathmap Arcane Thesis: Spell BlendingArcane
School: ConjuringAbility Scores: Wisdom, DexteritySkills: Tinkering Lore, Crafting, ArcanaSample Spells: Mage Hand, Sigil, Detect Magic, Light, Repair (1st), Element Facade (1st), Unseen Servant (1st), Burning Hands (1st)Feat Wizards: Escherichi Materials, Cantrip Expansion (2nd), Linked Focus (4th),
SpelT Penetration (6th), Bond Conservation (8th), Scroll Savant (10th), Magic Sense (12th), Bonded Focus (14), Talk Tinker (16), Infinite Possibilities (18) , The Alone Combination (20) CRIOGENICIST CONGENIAL Just because your work is cold doesn't mean that your behavior has to be. Your work in
the field of ice magic is cutting-edge. Depending on the need, it may be limbs one day and stop the violent flow of lava in the next. You've traveled to the farthest corners of Lands and in the swirling sands of the Golden Road to conduct your research. By conducting experiments, tuning, and testing you
are able to create the purest ice and the coldest temperatures. Even so, you are amicable with all test subjects and patrons. Always take the necessary safety measures and work through a mental checklist before performing any meaningful tests. This makes you cautious; it is rare for you to make a hasty
decision or rush into a situation without performing the correct analysis. In fact, sometimes it takes you too long to make a decision. Others see this as a sign of hesitation and fear, which is understandable. At the end of the day, you're not about to get killed for your work. When others express concern
about your lethargic attitude, you respond with jovial words and a positive mood. Life is too short to live completely without warmth and companionship. What is the main purpose of your research? Why are you fascinated by cold, ice and frigid temperatures? What's the coldest weather you've ever
experienced? When did your experiments go wrong and what caused these incidents? Are the results and conditions of these experiments well documented? Do you want to report the results of a specific person or organization? Do you have a specific nickname that people tell you? Why are you such a
positive person? How much did you do with the magic of fire? Do you believe in actions that have equal and opposite reactions? Have you developed any publications or treatises to note about your research? Why is it difficult for you to make decisions? When was the last time you came to a conclusion?
What's your idea of perfect weather? Did you experiment on yourself or people who were close to you? Are you obsessed with the concept of conservation, either in terms of physical objects or memories? Pathmap Arcane Thesis: Metamagical ExperimentationArcane School: EvocativeAbility Scores:
Intelligence, WisdomSkills: Water Plan Lore, Medicine, SurvivalSample Spells: Chill Touch, Produce Flame, Ray of Frost, Read Aura, Hydraulic Push (1st), Mage Armor (1st), Create Water (1st), Floating Disk (1st)Wizard Feats: Counterspeak, Cantrip Expansion (2nd), Silent Spray (4th), Steady
Spelcasting (6th), Advanced School Speak (8), Overwhelming Energy (10), Clever Counterspill (12) , Reflect Smell (14), Focus Effortless (16), Infinite Possibilities (18), Arhwizard's Might (20) SNAKE CHARMER COMPETENCE You sure know how to put on good performance, leaving people calloring for
longer after they come out of their reverie. Much of your act centers on influencing stable pet movements. Usually that means charming a snake, but you've been known to work with all sorts of creatures to amaze and impress. however, that a performance depends on the creation of an adequate
atmosphere and atmosphere, not just amazing animal taming skills. It doesn't hurt to sprinkle a little magic to keep the audience captivated. There's a certain allure to you that people find exceptionally appealing. Being able to keep people transfixed on the right hand allows some sleight hand with the left.
People are initially attracted to your charm, but it hangs after they find out you have more substance than originally assumed. You're well spoken, able to convince others of your point of view. In general, you tend to be calm and collected; It takes quite a bit to shake your cage. What is the overall
progression of standard performance? What's the name of your favorite familiar? Did you run into any of your animal companions? Does your travel show or do you not capitalize on tourism in the same general area? After studying magic, why did you decide to spend your time as an interpreter? Can you
handle fame? Have you ever used your magical skill to scam or steal? Would you rather be in an urban or natural environment? Do you find it easy to make relationships, or is it hard for you to get too close to people? Are you naïve? Do you think people are inherently easily fooled? How often do you



disguise yourself? What are some of the interesting ways you used magic? Are you more inclined to delight people or have you charmed objects, too? Do you have a weakness for animals? Pathmap Arcane Thesis: Improved Familiar AttunementArcane School: EnchantmentAbility Scores: Charisma,
DexteritySkills: Osirion Lore, Performance, DiplomacySample Spells: Acid Splash, Dancing Lights, Daze, Mage Hand, Summon Animal (1st), Sleep (1st), Color Spray (1st), Charm (1st)Wizard Feats: Familiar, Enhanced Familiar (2nd), Linked Focus (4), Spel Penetration (6th), Advanced School Speak
(8th), Quickened Casting (10), Magic Sense (12), Superior Bond (14), Spel Tinker (16) , Repair Spelt (18), Metamagic Mastery (20) SEASONED WEAPONS MASTER Even though you are quite profiting in magic, you have always been attracted to the use of melee weapons. The thrill of battle excites
you, and you can't ignore the rush it gives you. Before you went to university, you spent every second perfecting your footwork and weapons skills. Once you've become competent enough, you've started using magic as just another weapon to add to your arsenal. Magic is a supplement and has made
you powerful and more deadly than ever. Others see you as a swordsman first and a second magician, but you agree with that. When it comes to your martial skills, you always give everything. You are a quick student, have a brilliant mind, and gain advantages at all costs. If a situation requires you to put
yourself in danger to be successful, at least you can't stand it. If others could down, welcome a challenge. Competition brings out the best in you. Do you have an extensive collection of weapons or are you attached mostly to a single weapon? Were you taught magic by the same person or group that
taught you the ways of martial weapons? What's your favorite weapon to use? If magic is a supplement to your physical abilities, do you refrain from using it too often? Did your past give you an advantage over other students in your class? redefining what it means to be a warrior? Are there many people
you'd consider your rival? When you face danger, what is your typical reaction? You put the welfare of others before us? Is your magic used to improve your skills or are you focused on preventing your opponent? Did you forge or charm your own weapons? You spent time in an organized army? You
served as a mercenary? Are you teaching others to fight martial weapons? Pathmap Arcane Thesis: Spell BlendingArcane School: UniversalistAbility Scores: Power, WisdomSkills: Magic Warrior Lore, Athletics, ArcanaSample Spells: Electric Arc, Message, Telekinetic projectile, Shield, True Strike (1st),
Ray of Enfeeble (1st), Magic Missile (1st), Shocking Grasp (1st)Wizard Feats: Hand of the Apprentice, Disiar S sell (2nd), Bespel Weapon (4th), Spel Penetration (6th), Universal Versatility (8th), Quickened Casting (10), Magic Sense (12), Superior Bond (14) , Effortless Concentration (16), Infinite
Possibilities (18), Combination of Spells (20) SPECIAL EFFECTS AFICIONADO As part of a theater troupe or a royal court, you are constantly developing interesting ways to showcase your magical skills. A well-timed moment of flame or lightning can do wonders to draw in the crowd and enhance a
story. When necessary, you have invoked images of demons or elements that are more difficult to portray for people. You're adept at creating disguises and props, and you have an eye for complicated details. Because of your field of activity, you have taken it upon yourself to thoroughly research the
subjects of your illusions to make sure they are historically correct. Your phrases aren't easy to read, and you might keep your books close to your vest. Maybe it's because you've burned yourself in the past, or maybe you're so familiar with delusions that you're skeptical of seemingly good intentions.
When you focus on something, you're all-in; It's easy to get lost in your work. People know they can rely on you and trust you to perform at a high level. Your creativity and innovation are unmatched; comparing magic with an art form, you can create some amazing visual effects. Is your magic more used
on playsets or are you engaged in other, worse pursuits? What are the easiest ways to People? You're pretty familiar with psychology perception of understanding how people react to certain stimuli? Is there some kind of illusion you specialize in? Can you usually separate reality from fake? Are you good
at reading other people? What attracted you to studying the magic of illusions? Do you have a favorite show or production? Do you have time to read for pleasure, or do you spend more time with nonfiction? What's your best-kept secret? Did your magic ever save your life? What were you doing before
you started studying magic? Are you always authentic, or do your illusory tendencies flow into your daily personality? Pathmap Arcane Thesis: Spell SubstitutionArcane School: IllusionAbility Scores: Intelligence, CharismaSkills: Fire Lore, Performance, DeceptionSample Spells: Produce Flame, Ghost
Sound, Dancing Lights, Mage Hand, Color Spray (1st), Fear (1st), Illusory Disguise (1st), Icontractualy Object (1st)Wizard Feats: Widen Spelling, Disurrounding Spelling ((1st) Wizard Feats: Widen Spelling, Disurrounding Spelling ((st) 2nd), Silent Speak (4th), Steady Spelcasting (6), Advanced School
Speak (8th), Overwhelming Energy (10), Magic Sense (12), Bonded Focus (14) , Smell Tinker (16) , Reprepare Spel (18), Archwizard's Might (20) Pathfinder 2E Wizard Class - It's Magic! There are some obvious Wizard builds that I didn't include in the above concepts, would be strong blasters or
accomplished teachers. When building a character for a magical world, it doesn't take much to work magic in almost anything you build you can think of. And that's it! The Pathfinder Second Edition Class Concepts series is now complete! We hope we gave you some ideas and helped to stimulate your
imagination for all your character creation needs. Stay tuned for new entries as additional classes get released. I'll be everywhere! to create Great Pathfinder Second Edition Foldable Gamemaster Characters with an affinity for goblinoids. Bonafide Scythe Enthusiast (board game, not firm
implementation). Enjoying visions of Tamrial while wading through unnecessarily piles of mountain dice. Prev Post Fondly remembering, then promptly forgetting The Micronauts Next Post Recap and Mandalorian review, S1. E1: Chapter One
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